hodgdon hs 6 trap shooters forum - i just acquired a keg of hs 6 powder 8 pounds fits into a 4 pound keg very dense reloading data on jug uses 33 gr for 1 1 4 oz loads for 1350 fps, reloading 460 s w magnum page reloadammo com - this page created feb 1 2007 by m d smith and last modified on october 19 2010, reloading 500 s w magnum page reloadammo com - return to previous page reloading the 500 s w magnum hp hollow point rn round nose fmc full metal case fmj full metal jacket jhp jacketed hollow point and if gc indicated means gas check at bottom of lead bullet, shotshell reloading trap shooters forum - if you check with gunbroker com under the reloading site they usually have reloading presses i prefer the ponsness warren model 357 press, best 45 acp powder for reloading thompson submachine - best 45 acp powder for reloading posted in thompson submachine gun message board i am just getting my list up checking it twice i will be reloading my acp rounds soon i would love to get your advice on the best easiest reloader most of all powder is there brands that are not so dirty i mean make all the black soot any and all advice will be greatly appreciated dan, reloading for the 303 enfield shooters forum - maximum loads for a 150 grain bullet with 3031 is 41 5 grains in most reloading manuals this is what hodgdon lists on their site look under 303 british imr, win540 powder shooters forum - winchester 540 and hodgdon hs 6 are the same powder winchester 571 and hs 7 are also the same powders so if you can t find 540 loading data you could use hs 6 loading data should be easy to find as hs 6 is a current powder, 243 reloading difference in imr4350 h 4350 - welcome to the predator masters forums be sure to visit the main predator master website at, 45 70 falling block ruger forum - 45 70 falling block this is a discussion on 45 70 falling block within the reloading forums part of the firearm ruger category how hot can this rifle be loaded looking for a load for long range out to 200 yards but keeping recoil low if that is, 357 mag load for alliant 2400 ruger forum - the lyman 49th edition loading manual show 14 9 grains of 2400 with a 158 gr jhp bullet as max i have found 14 5 grains of 2400 with the hornady 158 gr jhp xtp to be a very accurate load and that is my standard load for my 357 lever action rifle, performance shooting performance shooting - performance shooting inc is a retail gun store with over 1 000 guns in stock we carry browning ruger remington and many more brands we also carry a, welcome to the predator masters forums hunting the hunters - welcome to the predator masters forums be sure to visit the main predator master website at, the 300 winchester short magnum shooting times - the 300 winchester short magnum almost matches the performance of the much larger 300 winchester magnum far right yet uses less propellant last month i talked about something that almost never happens a patented cartridge design that excelled as a commercial product several patents by john r, 45 70 gov smokeless loads for sharps the firearms forum - tuco welcome to the firearms forum i have never loaded any thing larger than a 405 grain bullet in my 45 70 but lyman 49 manual shows some loads using imr 4895 and varget in a 500 and 535 grain bullet, recoil calculator kwk us - a free calculator for rifle recoil which works in standard browsers